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1.0 Introduction

Music helps to develop a human brain from the prenatal
stage of life, exposure to music not only uplift the mother’s
emotion in pregnancy, but leave a positive effect to unborn1.
As voice engaged the sentiments of the singer as a
consequence, it can easily move the listener’s heart and mind.
With the advancement of technology computers are
implemented to appreciate the emotional part of the
multimedia’s content for accurate information retrieval3,4.
Man machine interaction as example automatic recognition of
the emotion of the people inside a conference room, a
restaurant and the shopping mall is the most appropriate
example of Music Emotion Recognition (MER)5,6. Music
Information Retrieval (MIR) is the tool helps to extract
features and these features are based on - categorical method
and the dimensional method. The categorical method defines

several stages and dimensional method offers various axes
to portray emotion into a plane. These features are well
accepted in categorization emotional conditions gradation2.

2.0 Present State of Art

Most of the previous initiatives deals with different classes
of emotion i.e arousal and valance7,8,9,10,11. Arousal describes
whether the emotion is exciting or calming and valance
defines whether it is negative or positive. The pattern
recognition technics are employed thereafter to train the
classification model. some popular approaches are –
AdaBoost. RT (Boost.R), multiple linear regression (MLR) and
support vector regression (SVR)3. In response to the claim
about the diversity of human assessment of musical
reaction,13 maintains acceptance of multi-label classifiers,
which allow assigning multiple emotional classes to the
comparable song. Figure 1: Thayer’s arousal-valence emotion
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plane is used to generate AV values in3, where the
continuous view is developed. MER is created as a
regression issue and SVR is used to get AV values.
Regression methodology avoids the difficulties inherent in
categorical approaches. Additionally, the issue of subjectivity
can be avoided because there is more room to explain a song.
For instance, in addition to the quadrant in which the song
falls, one can further understand the strength of the emotion
the song evokes by examining its AV values. Lyrics and the
song’s title were considered as features by Nadia Lachetar14,
who then used Naive Bayes and the Ant Colony algorithm to
classify emotions. To examine various methods of detection,
A. Bram van de Laar described emotion recognition during
music study. The concept of emotion assessment of songs

Figure 1: Arousal-valence emotion plane representation by Thayer

was proposed by Adit Jamdar, Karishma
Khanna, and Jessica Abraham16 and
focused on auditory elements like
danceability, pace, energy, loudness, mode,
and lyrics. Studying lyrics involves using
natural language processing. the
achievement made possible by the K-
Nearest Neighbors algorithm.

For easy reference, the emotions/classes
are shown in Fig.1, also known as Thayer’s
arousal valence emotion plane12.

3.0 Methodological
Aspects
The system includes testing and training
procedures. Fig.2 details the “music
emotion categorization (MEC)” system’s
detailed design16.

The input of the system is classical song, later, it is
separated as instrumental and background noise. The process
of features selection from the vocal segment for emotion
recognition is studied through DSP system toolbox18.

4.0 Emotion Recognition System
Description

The emotion recognition system comprises data collection,
data analysis and consequent algorithm to realize singer
voice emotion.

A. Data Collection

This part contains the collection of data from 50
individuals. These 50 persons are divided into a group of 5
members each depending upon their different characteristics.
.5 songs of different types are selected. Each of them is
played to each group members. A database is maintained
containing feedback from everyone. Similarly, another
database on songs is maintained with different traits of a
particular song.

B. Methodology

The intricate process of identification and detection has
been implemented. Due to Fig.3. The typical process of
detection, averaging, thresholding, choosing a wide range of
widths, and discovering trivial instants is carried out. The
process of identification is further comprising of padding,
followed by Discrete Fourier Transform. The thumb rule
behind is “exceptions are not examples and examples are not
rules”.

Figure 2: Architectural view of MEC
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by the time. Each note duration based on time
and domain traits helps to identify and
recognize required frequency.

The whole system is assembled into
various steps as portrayed in the subsequent
subsection.

C. Proposed Technique

Step 1: In case of non-psychological
patient the machine interacts directly with the
patient and for others one single contact
person from the family to know the symptoms
of the disease.

Step 2: Referring the existing database (1)
containing the symptoms along with the name
of the disease, the conclusion about the
disease name is determined. Then, the
relevancy is judged by backward reasoning.
If some symptoms are unknown to knowledge
base those are included for upgradation of
database. Theses may be basically realized
keeping weights for every single symptom to
establish precedence because several
diseases may contain identical signs with
distinct intensity.

Step 3: After step 2, where disease is
revealed then the disease to the treatment
database (2) implemented to decide the right
kind of music therapy. Several music samples
are there from same attributes and traits.

Step 4: The preliminary stage of man
machine interaction is already discussed in
step 1 and in the second stage, the liking and
disliking of the particular individual are taken
into consideration. This last stage will be
accomplished by using heuristic analysis of
already existing predetermined music
medicine.

Interpretation of the symbols used to
signify production system graphically

Table 2: Human Feedback

Table 1: Music Database

Figure 3: Flow Chart

This research is achieved on various songs. Here every
note supports a type of analogous pattern indicated in the
Fig.3. The instant we play one note exactly after other, it
preliminary produces enough high amplitude but diminishes

1. Knowledge base
Modification

2. A Different set of symptoms, diseases,
or music domains

3. Interface with Patient
4. Conclusion
5. Correspondence
The symptoms and disease plotting depicted in the Figure

5 is, clearly built on domain, particular expertise in therapeutic,
however, the surgical cases are excluded here. Domain precise
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knowledge is mandatory to establish a mapping
between disease and the music database.
Rigorous trial using the learning process
enriched both the database.

Here we consider separating the world of
music into various categories. Nevertheless, any
preliminary database considered as too
insignificant as equated to the whole number of
music deviations that the actual world holds.

Here is the example of a disease to the music
field record for Indian Ragas

The efficient therapy irrespective of race,
nationality and religion may be achieve by
considering numerous sub fields of music
domain. Data mining technic is considered one
of the most appreciated processes to find the
appropriate sub field in the said domain.

Figure 4: Vocal sample

Table 3 Disease to Music Map

Name of the Disease Appropriate time to Play The name of the Ragas

Insomnia Middle of Night Bagesri
Indigestion Morning Ahir Bhairab
Gallstone Anytime in Spring Basant-bahar
lack of Confidence Late Morning Asavari
Rheumatic Arthritis Early Morning Bhairavi
Anorexia Late Night Chandrakauns
High blood pressure Early Night Tori or Bhupali
Anxiety Early Afternoon Bhim Palasri
Heart ailments Late Night Chandrakauns
Low blood pressure Just after Midnight Malkauns
Easing tension Midnight Hanswadhani or Kalavati

Table 4: Mood to Music Map

Specification of Mood Appropriate time to Play Ragas

Humid, cool, soothing, and deep mood Second Prahar of Night Kafi
heavy, Pleasant, deep, and gloomy mood Anytime in Monsoon Megha, Poorya, Dhanasri.
Pleasing, soft, sweet and refreshing feel Second Prahar of Night Mishra Mand.

Figure 5: Complete Intelligent System Control flow
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D. Detection

1. Averaging
The first step is averaging. The large number of music

samples with various fluctuations can effectively reduce by
averaging of every 100 samples. The first 100 samples
assigned as the 1st while average of the following 100 samples
as 2nd sample. Slow decaying signal implies denser averaged
signal and rapidly decaying averaged signal indicates
envelope of the actual signal.

2. Thresholding
Immediately after averaging thresholding are involved –
(a) Constant thresholding: This process includes

detection of peaks from the averaged signal. Later maximum
quantity of peaks are acquired based on single optimum
estimate

(b) Adaptive thresholding: This process includes
consideration of certain fixed threshold value, intended for
certain consideration it may possibly greater than the highest
note value and some cases it is very low that two consecutive
note peaks get combined and detected as a single note. The
drawback of adaptive thresholding is due to the long silence
between two notes leads to very low threshold value and
consequently discarded.

3. Width Selection and Instant Finding
This step involves the detection of the peaks of the signal

obtained afterward thresholding. Among all the threshold
values some of them are more than the maximum and some of
them are so low that it became very difficult to have two
separate peaks. so here implementation of Adaptive
thresholding appeared.

The window width is chosen depends on worst-case
scenario and contains all zeroes. Implementing our sample, it

observed as 57 therefore width considered as 50 for
assurance. The worst situation is the variation of speed for a
chosen frequency of sampling. If the song is slow, then it is
more and if the song is fast, then it is less. Consequently, the
smallest width estimated:

Here “fs” is the frequency of s the sampling and “A”
defines the complete measures of samples found in the actual
signal related to individual sample of the averaged of the
signal under consideration.

4. Detection
In this part the decision about the duration of notes

played are discussed. The period of the first note played is
the time taken between two consecutive instant (preferably
the first and the second one), the period of the second notes
performed is the time gap between the second and third
instance and so on.

5. Padding Zeroes
In case of offered note duration, the Discrete Fourier

Transform is obtained after cropping the original signal, the
results are not accurate as per our expectation. Here came the
need for padding zeros. We can pad zeros of different length
and can apply the same used for several portion in the
cropped signal and later perform Discrete Fourier Transform.
Now from the various outcomes the closet results are chosen
considering the point that the zeros will be of the same length
and applied on both sides of the picked version. The
observed t signal helps to locate the notation.

6. Frequency Detection and Notation Assignment
Once zero padding is done, Discrete Fourier Transform of

the subsequent signal happens. Determination of the
resultant frequency using equation 1 is the immediate step
and the real note is designated using Table 5.

Table 5: The Audio Features under consideration
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5.0 Identification of Vocalists

A Audio Fingerprinting in Identification of
Vocalist

Audio fingerprinting is an efficient way for identifying
music and vocalist. The different music performance of the
same song has different fingerprint. Fingerprinting technics
consist of two elementary building blocks i.e., extraction of

seed tracks and maintenance of a database of previously
extracted fingerprint with a unique identifier coupled with
additional metadata of the music considered.

The features included in frequency domain are MFCC20,21,
Spectral flatness measure or spectral crest factor per frequency
band23, spectral centroid per sub band24, band energies25,
spectral peaks26,27, statistical moments of sub band28 and
modulation frequency29. The similarity measures for
comparison include correlation measure30,31, the Euclidean
distance32 and Manthan distance33.

Table 7 Same Song by different Singer (Different Male)

Table 6 Same Song by different Singer (Male and Female)

Figure 6: Training and query Phase of Audio Fingerprint
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6.0 Conclusion

The present initiative provides a methodology to diagnose a
disease of non-surgical category through music therapy. This
is a work to identify Indian music and singer and based on
the song to disease mapping proposed a music therapy in
terms of rule and knowledge based. This research does not
deal with music therapy convention, but implementation of
digital signal processing and machine intelligence enable the
same for treatment. A further extension of the research
demands investigation. The work mainly based on Indian
classical and no specific DSP tools, simulation process and
applications are mentioned. Emotion recognition for specific
lyrics and voice are portrayed and consequent application for
lifting the original state of vibration of mind is suggested.
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